
Deer Park Church – LifeGroup Study Guide 
Week of 13 May 2018 
 
This week's daily readings : I Corinthians 7-12 
 
1. Have you ever lost your luggage when traveling, or lost something 
important and had to do without it until it could be replaced?  What 
happened?  How did it make you feel? 
 
 
2. Do you think that there is any connection between how it feels to 

lose something (or even just misplace it) and the way that it feels when something is happening in our 
life that is outside our control?  Why or why not? 
 
 
3. Read together Psalm 93.  When we think about what flooding is actually like, in what ways is a flood 
(verse 3) a good word-picture for the kind of trouble that affects us in life?  Has there been a time in 
your own life when trouble has felt like a flood, even these days?  What effect have the floods of life had 
on you? 
 
 
4. How does this Psalm respond – or give hope – to a person whose life feels swept by a flood?  Notice 
that the Psalm does not mention the person who is struggling at all really, but focuses entirely upon 
God.  Why do you think an attitude like this Psalm is sometimes so difficult to maintain?  What do you 
think that we can do ourselves, or do as Christian friends, to maintain our focus on God’s strength when 
we are encountering a flood? 
 
 
5. Compare Psalm 93:1 and 93:4.  Why do you think that God does not end the flood that is mentioned 
in this Psalm, or even promise to do so in the future?  How would you describe the way that God’s 
kingship and majesty are in one sense connected, but in another sense unconnected to the floods of 
life?  What does that teach us about God’s plan for our own lives, and for our own ability to remain in 
control? 
  
 
6. Read Romans 8:1-10.  How does this passage describe control?  What do you think it means that the 
Spirit is in control?  How would you connect Psalm 93 and Romans 8; do you think it is possible to be 
controlled by the Spirit, and still have events in life that are beyond our own control?  Why or why not?  
How does Romans 8 help to answer the question of trusting God’s control in the middle of the flood? 
 
 
7. Do you think that giving up control of some of the everyday issues of life to the Spirit creates (or could 
create) a situation where life feels more in control?  Have you ever experienced that?  Is there an area of 
your own life that you would like to give up control in this week?  How will you do it? 


